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synopsis 

How can 25 year old peolpe aprehend a world that is the victim of power struggle, rebellion and passions?

That’s the  topical question, raised by Jean Racine in his youth, and 15 trainee actors have to confront during the theatre worshop 
leaded by Anne Delbée, author, director and specialist in the greatest playwriter of th XVIIth century. 

With the strong desire to break with the  fossilized vision of numerous adaptations of the french Skakespeare, Anne Delbée passes on 
these actors, as young as Racine when he wrote the play, the deep meaning of a timeless masterpiece :  Andromache is a play about 
love, death and impassioned feelings.  

Guided by the intimate and passionate knowledge of their teacher, the students inmerse in a vertiginous universal concerns play. An 
intense work that become an initiatory trip, and that enable them to play with strength the characters of a deeply modern tragedy.  



«At the beginning of this project, vague memories from secondary school; in which Racine and Corneille blithely mix up;  some fossilized 
verses in a part of my head and nothing else. Many years later, when I saw Francis Huster playing the Cid, I thought that this theatre 
wasn’t for me. I admit the importance of preserving heritage, as long as nobody imposes it to me ! Heritage  and its trade suffocate us; 
creation became suspicious. What a strange time when newness scares.  
My studies, and then my professional experiences leaded me to music and dance. Theatre always became distant. New sporadic intents 
keep me saying that theatre is too talkative. All these words declaimed with emphasis don’t sound good to my earing...
First of all there is Anne Delbée’s passion for Racine and his language, her references to our contemporary world when she was evoking 
Andromache (news, cinema, photography), that persuaded me to follow her and to develop the project of this documentary. Racine 
Roman, the book she devoted to him, revealed to me the man and the poet, in a poignant style. An artist who wrote in order not to 
die.   
To Anne, Tragedy is a life moral, the stage an original place where everything i possible. This late sentence sums up precisly what is at 
stake in the film.  To rediscover the Tragedy, its origins, , its meaning and its contemporary dimension. To listen to a language that went 
through centuries to fill the bodies of our young actors. »
 

director’s intention



Created in 2003 and leaded by the director of the Théâtre du Nord, Stuart Seid, EPSAD aims for the defense of a theatre made by texts 
and actors. It puts interpretation is in the heart of the formation and claims artistic work, inteligence, emotion, playing, and strictness 
to serve a theatre in wich each side of human reality is represented. 
The formation aims at giving to the students the necessary artistic, practical, intelectual and ethical skills, in order to prepare them to 
enter the theatre life of this country and to be a part of the future generation of actors.  
Because the actor creates and transmits. He plays and invents. To reveal the hiden parts of a play and of a scenic writing, he involves his 
body, his voice, his intelligence, his imagination and his sensibility. 
The interpretation workshops last five weeks and they are leaded by theatre directors, the school director or educational responsible. 
Their educational and artistic contents make it possible for the students to confront various aesthetics as well as the diversity of theatre 
writings, forms and genres.

EPSAD - Professional Dramatic Art School of Lille



Anne Delbée is both a writer, a director and a teatcher. This tragedy-lover is recognized as the specialist in Racine. 
She often worked with Antoine Vitez and she was the director of about fifty theatre and opera shows : The Traviata by Verdi, Don 
Giovanni  by Mozart, Les Brigands by Schiller, L’Aiglon by Rostand, Othello by Shakespeare, Suréna by Corneille, Hernani by Hugo. Of 
Racine, her Phèdre (1995-costumes by Christian Lacroix) left its mark on the Comédie Française. She also presented her Racine trilogy 
Andromache / Bérénice / Phèdre in the Avignon Festival. Of Claudel, she directed various adaptations, among them Tête d’Or in the 
Culture House of Angers in 1983 and then in the Comédie Française in 2006. 1983 is also the year she received the Elle Readers’ Price for 
her book A woman, Camille Claudel, published by Presses de la Renaissance. Anne Delbée is also the author of several novels, among 
them Danse, Fayard, 1999 ; Le sourire de Sarah Bernhardt, Fayard, 2000 ; Il ne faut regarder que l’amour, Editions de l’Atelier, 2002 ; Jean 
Racine, Editions Xavier Barral / La Martinière, 2004 ; La 107è minute, Les Quatre Chemins, 2006. At the beginning of 2008, Anne Delbée 
was elected president of the Directors National Association (SNMS). 

Anne Delbée, writer, director



“The poet poses a terrifying face to face between two human beings. Pyrrhus takes Andromache hostage. In love with his captive, what 
he wants from her at any cost isn’t to possess her, that’s probably done yet. He wants her to forgive him his crimes. So Andromache can 
choose to love and to forgive Pyrrhus. By forgiving him, she would save the whole humanity.  On the contrary,  if she decides to keep 
taking her revenge, there is no end. 
This is a contemporary problem that is appalling. Here Racine C’est un problème contemporain épouvantable. Ici Racine dares say that 
beyong good and bad, there is love. This is neither Christian love nor a code of honour, but the only question of being equal to one’s 
desire. Tragedy underlines here the choice, in the sacrificial sense of the word, the strength to say no in order to be aware of one’ own 
life.  It seems that today, in Occident, everything is done to anaesthetize questions, pain, rebellion and death. Always sought by medi-
atic pressure, informing, mockery, cynism or resignation, tragedy teach us not to accept normalization, grading. Thanks to Anromache, 
we discover that, like her, we can’t keep accepting slavery, humiliation, and a “herd moral”.  

“Is theatre a art of living? Thanks to Tragedy, obviously, since it’s an art of dying. After so many years of complicity with theatre, I 
dedicate myself to the unique tragedy, that teaches me every day the fundamental freedom of the human being to make choices. 
Tragedy invents another form of life and takes us into another possibility. Tragedy is when you are with a personn who’s gonna die and 
your’re trying to catch his last words. The actor has to say the text with this strength, without psychology, there is no time for this.   We 
have to give immediatly clarity, the human being voice’s one. I intent to invite young actors to adopt this approach.”

the Racine tragedy
by Anne Delbée
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